SS Series – Mobile Wash Skid
Steam / Hot / Cold Water – Self Contained: Diesel Heated, Gas Engine, 12v Burner
The SS Series is a power washer that uses the 12-volt charging system on the engine to power the diesel-fired burner
giving you continuous hot water. Its compact size allows passage through standard doorways, and simple design
makes it easy to run and maintain. The SS series is versatile, you select a mounting option: on a trailer, on a truck, on
wheels or stationary. The SS Series has the output to perform heavy duty cleaning without needing any outside
electrical power. Simply turn the key for high pressure, hot cleaning strength. An invaluable piece of equipment for
property management companies, farmers, mechanics or anyone requiring a mobile cleaning solution for dirt, grease,
and grime.
PRESSURE
FLOW CAPACITY
OUTLET TEMP
POWER/ENGINE
ENGINE FUEL/CAP
CONTROLS/SWITCHES
PUMP
POWER DRIVE
PRESSURE CONTROL
WATER SUPPLY
PRESSURE HOSE
GUN/WAND
SOAP INJECTION
NOZZLE

3500psi
4.6gpm
Adjustable thermostat up to 250F (140F heat rise)
18hp Vanguard, twin cylinder – electric key start
Unleaded, 8 gal
Adjustable thermostat, lighted control switch, soap control, includes hour meter
Cat Pump
V-Belt Drive
Total relief unloader, safety burst disc
3.5 gallon float tank included
3/8” x 50’, 4000psi
48” molded insulator wand with multi-nozzle holder and quick coupler
Inlet injection, stainless precision soap metering valve injects soap at full pressure

Size 5 (15, 40) 4 (25° Steam)
BURNER COIL
½” sch. 80 coil, 4 pancake, ceramic blanket insulation
BURNER/POWER
Oil fired, 12V, 20amp circuit breaker, auto ignition, fuel filter w/separator
BURNER FUEL/CAP
Diesel fuel, kerosene, or fuel oil, 8 gallons
FRAME CONSTRUCTION
Heavy gauge steel, powder coated, Pro-Tect-It frame, Stainless panels and coil wrap
WHEELS
Optional wheel kit available
WEIGHT/DIMENSION
499# / 45 x 21 x 40
Specifications subject to change without notification and may vary due to ambient conditions
Featuring:
 Rugged “Pro-Tec-It” Frame can be truck or trailer mounted or rolled
through a 30” doorway with the optional wheel kit.
 Stainless Steel panels for Lifetime Corrosion Resistance
 Commercial / Industrial engines with high output charging systems
 Total Relief Unloader improves operator control and safety, while
enhancing reliability by eliminating trapped pressure
Options…
Hose Reel (AR188), Wheel Kit options (AHA12, AHB12, or AHS12),
Downstream soap injection kit (AC340), Custom skid color (CTSKD), Mobile
Wash Trailer
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